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What comes in to our mind when we heard the word peace? For me I define peace as 
silence and harm free but how can we promote peace when you do not have peace in your mind 
so your first goal is to have a peace of mind.  And another way of having peace in our hearts and 
mind is respect because if you know how to respect a person your promoting peace in a simple 
way,   you see if we know how to respect one another we can have peace in this world but wait 
do we even know why we should have peace in this world? Because without peace everything is 
chaos. This world is like a puzzle it is jagged but when you will try to reassemble it you will see 
the beauty in the puzzle that is peace and we should understand that peace should come first just 
like now in every continent in this world there is always a way because they cannot get the 
purpose of having peace in this world. 

The word peace exist because it is serve as a guidance to us that we should have peace in 
this world so everything will go on the right path nobody wants an unorganized country. And we 
should accept the fact that nobody is perfect because we are all human. We all want peace in this 
world so everyone can do whatever they want to do so if you want to be free.  Do your part, be a 
good example to the youth.  Promote peace this world.  We really need peace now or else it will 
remain like this forever.  

Sometimes I ask myself can a young person like me can make a difference. the answer to 
that question is yes because everyone has the power to change this world into a more better place 
like what Michael Jackson music “Heal the World Make It a Better Place” he is right we should 
not destroy this planet we should even protect it from harm so do your part each of has the power 
to improve this world we start promoting peace now before it’s too late. 

 


